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THE LIVING LANGUAGES.

CHAPTER I.

I DESIRE to state some of the reasons which have
induced me to join the Committee for opposing the
Grace to appoint a Syndicate in order to suggest an
alternative to Greek as a compulsory subject in the

Previous Examination. At the present time it is the
rule that all candidates for a degree at Cambridge (with
a trifling exception to which it will not be necessary to

refer) must pass an examination, of an elementary
nature, in Latin and Greek as well as in certain other

subjects. It is now proposed to appoint a syndicate
for the purpose of seeing whether a substitute for Greek
can be introduced. This proposal, notwithstanding its

apparently tentative and preliminary nature, is strongly
opposed by a large part of the University. It is obvious
that the burden of proof falls to some extent upon those
who are opposed to what may be described as a measure
of " examination and enquiry." But the circumstances
of the case are, I think, such as to justify those who
support the compulsory study of Greek in the attitude

which they have taken up. The proposal to appoint a

syndicate is not new. Such proposals have been made
before. Such syndicates have been appointed. The

syndicates have reported. The reports have been con-

sidered. The evidence on which the reports were based
has been minutely stated and carefully examined. Pro-

posals founded upon the reports have been formulated,
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4 THE LIVING LANGUAGES.

brought forward, discussed and rejected. If there is a

question on which the University has made known its

opinions to the world at large, it is the question of

compulsory Greek. The decision to retain the existing

arrangement is not only a firm and distinct decision,

but it is, as a study of the history of this question at

Cambridge will show, an increasingly emphatic de-

cision. The last formal vote on the subject gave to the

supporters of Greek a more decisive majority than they
had had before.

The opposition to the appointment of a syndicate
would be reasonable and right, if it were based on no
other grounds than that the question has been decided
and ought not to be reopened. But it is based on other

grounds. The determination of those who are opposed
to Greek not to let the question sleep, and their repeated
reappearance in the field after crushing defeats, are signs
of, what is otherwise clearly enough demonstrated to

observant members of our community, the fact that a
deliberate and implacable hostility is entertained towards
the old studies of the University by some of those who
consider themselves the champions of the new. Fortu-

nately, this hostility is very far from comprising all the
teachers of science, and advocates for the development
of scientific studies in Cambridge. Many scientific

teachers are as firmly convinced of the utility of com-
pulsory Greek as the most ardent votaries of scholarship.
And, unfortunately, the teachers and students of Greek
are not unanimous on the other side. Many finished

scholars, and popular lecturers, thinking that they per-
ceive that the study of Greek and Latin can no longer
hold its honoured place, beside the study of mathematics
as the principal forms of academic energy, are not only
willing, but anxious, that the compulsory study of Greek
by all members of the University, fit or unfit, should be
discontinued, and that their favourite study should, like

Ethics, or Embryology, or Sanskrit, be confined to those
who are fit to benefit by it to the full extent of its splen-
did possibilities, and likely to further the extension of
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the study into every corner which the zeal of philologists,
and the acumen of archaeologists have hitherto left un-

explored.
But, notwithstanding these exceptional cases on the

one side and on the other, it is idle and useless to attempt
concealment of the fact, that the contest now going on
is part of a larger contest, which has long been waged,
and is apt to crop up in every department of academic

business, between the advocates of the old learning
and of the new. In this dispute the teachers of science

are no doubt the aggressors. Nobody tries to interfere

with tJtem: and they have never any difficulty in obtain-

ing at least a very fair share of their not too moderate
demands on the emoluments and resources of the Uni-

versity. It is needless to ask whether the adherence of

the teachers of classics to the maxim of "
live and let

live," is due to constitutional tolerance, or to a sense of

weakness, and a desire to keep what they have got, and
let others take what they can. The fact remains. But
if the teachers of Latin and Greek are tolerant, many of

the teachers of science are aggressive. They not only
wish to promote the study of their own subjects to a posi-
tion as eminent as possible, but they desire to strip the

older studies of a primacy which, in the opinion of their

rivals, they ought never to have attained. Galled by the

sense of undeserved inferiority in the academic hierarchy,

they are desirous not only to build up for themselves a
firm and enduring structure, but to pull down the edifice

which testifies to the past greatness of their predecessors.
If anyone chooses to deny the existence of this aggres-
sive and hostile attitude on the part of a number of
teachers and students of science, he will waste his labour.

Nobody who knows anything of the facts will believe

him. The most hearty sympathy with those who have
made the scientific school in Cambridge what it is, and
the most loyal desire that it may thrive and develop, can-
not blind an honest man to the fact that science has put
Latin and Greek on their defence, and will humiliate and
cast them down if it can. It is the knowledge of this
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fact, to which reference is seldom made, and which a

laudable courtesy prevents us from openly discussing
without due reserve, which, along with unwillingness to

reopen a closed question, has led the supporters of com-

pulsory Greek to meet their opponents on the threshold,

and to oppose an apparently harmless and purely pre-

liminary proposal. The fact that this hostility to Latin

and Greek actuates some of those in whose support I

write in the attitude they have taken up, justifies me in

departing from that reticence about it, which it might
otherwise be seemly to observe.

It may appear at first sight that the question whether
Greek should be a compulsory subject in the Previous
Examination could not be exceedingly important : and
that it ought to be determined solely by considerations

connected with the convenience of competitors for the

Previous Examination and their teachers. It might be

urged, with something like plausibility, that if it could be
shown that students of science are .incommoded and de-

layed by the examination, and that good scholars neither

gain nor lose by having to undergo a test which is far

below the level of their capacities, the retention of Greek
must be undesirable. But such a view, as all enlightened
supporters of the proposed change would readily admit,
leaves out of sight all the most important aspects of the

question. The reason for making Greek compulsory for
all those who wish to take a degree at Cambridge, is not
that students of science should spend a few weeks "cram-
ming" a subject which they will forget as soon as they
can : nor that boys who have acquired the makings of a

good scholar at Eton or Harrow should give evidence
of the obvious fact that they know the elements of their

special subject. I take it that the object of making Greek
compulsory is to give notice to the world at large, and, in

particular, to the educational world, that an acquaintance
with that part of Greek which can be readily taught to
all boys at any of our higher schools, is regarded at

Cambridge as indispensable to a properly educated man.
The classical languages must be studied to some extent
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by everybody who aspires to a certificate that he is a

highly educated man : in other words to a degree. This
is the rule at Cambridge. The retention of Greek in

the Previous Examination echoes, in academic language,
the opinion which is not by any means extinct, however

oldfashioned, that a knowledge of Greek, as well as of

Latin, forms part of a "gentleman's education."

The main object of making Greek compulsory for all

aspirants to Cambridge degrees does not directly concern
the studies of Cambridge Undergraduates at all. It

concerns the studies of those who intend to become

Cambridge Undergraduates. It concerns the higher
education, not of young men, but of boys. The reite-

rated declaration of the Senate that it will stand by
compulsory Greek, is addressed, not to Professors, Lec-
turers or Tutors at Cambridge, but to schoolmasters.

Cambridge, one of the greatest educational institutions

in the world, and, I think, one of those bodies to which
has been entrusted the preservation of valuable studies

too likely to be decried and forgotten in these busy
mercantile times, has spoken and will, I trust, speak
again, not only to the public, but specially to school-

masters. The substance of her declaration is this : that

at all schools which aspire to give the highest education,
and to form the antechamber of our great Universities,
Greek must be taught. Those who have not learned

Greek at school must either do without a degree, or pay
for the inadequacy of their education, by learning enough
Greek to. pass the Previous Examination, before they
settle down to their chosen line of study.

Is Greek to be taught as a matter of course at our

leading public schools ? That is the issue : and that is

known to be the issue. Several of the leading supporters
of the proposed change have avowed as their object, not
the removal of inconveniences for students at Cambridge,
but the liberation of schoolmasters from a disagreeable

necessity. And, if the attack on Greek derives much
of its energy within the University from the hostility felt

towards the old studies by the promoters of the new, it
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no doubt owes its impulse from without to the dislike of

a large number of schoolmasters though it would seem

from a recent vote at a head-masters' conference that

they are a minority to the retention of Greek as a

practically compulsory study at schools.

Ought every really well-educated man to know, or to

have known, something of Greek ? Is it right that a

father who sends his son to a first-rate school should be

told that he will have to learn Greek ? These are the

questions on which there is a real and important differ-

ence of opinion among men of sense and judgment. I

propose to answer them in the affirmative and to give

my reason for so doing.
There is a point, to which I shall return later, but

to which I must advert now, for the purpose of laying
down a general proposition which is indispensable to my
argument. I must be allowed to state, deferring, till a

more convenient part of this essay, my reasons for so

stating, that in my opinion the study of Latin and the

study of Greek must stand or fall together. I have no
doubt that the abolition of compulsory Greek would be
followed by the abolition of compulsory Latin : and I

could quote very eminent names, on both sides of the

present controversy, in support of my view. I postpone
the discussion of this point for the present : and proceed
to explain why, on general grounds, I desire the study
of the " dead languages

"
to be retained as indispensable

to the best education which England can offer.

I believe that the "dead languages" are not dead.

They are living. There is no language not English,
which is understood from Alaska to Cape Town, and,

literally, from China to Peru not French, which is read
and talked by every educated man in Europe which
has given such proofs of vitality in the truest sense of
the word, as Latin and Greek.

Greek and Latin live. They live in the first place
by the existence of modern tongues which more or less

exactly reproduce them, and for the study of which,
especially in the case of Greek, an acquaintance with the
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ancient forms gives immense facilities. They live be-

cause the books which are written in Greek and in Latin

are still eagerly and constantly read by thousands of

readers throughout the civilized world. Do not the

same emotions which thrill the reader who surrenders

himself to the magic of Shakspere, still wake in the

heart of him who studies the words put together ages

ago by Homer and Aeschylus, by Lucretius and Virgil ?

Is it a dead language in which Horace furnishes the apt
and unsurpassed expression of a thousand thoughts
familiar in our mouths as household words ? Is there

any sign of death in the flexible and accurate language
in which the Fathers of the Christian Church still speak
to students of ecclesiastical lore, or the great Jurists of

Justinian's reign still expound the principles of their

noble science for the benefit of youths studious of learn-

ing ? The power to endure through long series of cen-

turies is a sign not of death but of vitality : and it is an
abuse of terms to speak of a language as dead which has

preserved for us in all the freshness of their original fire,

those scattered remnants of Sappho which sparkle like

jewels on "the stretched fore-finger of all time." An
abuse of terms : for it is no answer to my criticism to

say that
" a dead language

"
is merely a convenient

synonym for a language which is no longer currently

spoken among men. The phrase, like most phrases,

inevitably implies a certain attitude towards the objects
to which it is applied. Whatever meaning it may
originally, have had, it serves to fortify and emphasise
the contemptuous attitude towards classical studies

which belongs to the latter part of our own century :

and, to do their work properly, the words "dead lan-

guages
"
should be amplified, as in men's minds they

often are, into the more complete and rounded phrase
fathered on Cobbett by the Authors of the Rejected
Addresses. I prefer to speak of Latin and Greek as/ar
excellence

" the living languages
"

: holding that no lan-

guages are more truly alive than those by the reintro-

duction of which into the studies of educated men,
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Europe was rescued from darkness and brought into the

paths of reform, and which have ever since been heard

in the Courts and class-rooms of our great centres of

education : and freely accepting that attitude towards

Latin and Greek which the reversal of the common

phrase may seem to imply.
The study of Latin and Greek has been and is one of

the great humanising and developing powers of modern
times. Those who dispute this opinion must either main-

tain that the revival of the study of these languages in

the fifteenth century did not possess the importance, nor

produce the results, almost invariably attributed to it :

or allege that the learning which then revived has done
its work and discharged its office, and that we may now
relegate

" the dead languages
"
to the position of obscure

phenomena to be minutely investigated by trained

specialists, interesting only to one another, and may
trust to some other educational pabulum for the due

development of posterity. Did the "
revival of learning"

in Europe owe nothing to Latin or Greek ? or did it

never take place ? or did it do no good ? or, on the other

hand, is it the case that boys now in the nursery, or not

yet born, have or will have hereditarily acquired whatever

permanent residuum of their ancestor's studies has any
value, and,

"
heirs of all the ages," can afford to dispense

with the intellectual equipment which was so valuable
to their half-developed predecessors ? Let the man for

whom either horn of the dilemma has no terrors make his

pronouncement to that effect : and he shall be answered.

Meanwhile, I leave the general aspect of the question
there.



CHAPTER II.

I PROCEED to the consideration of Greek, apart from

Latin, as an educational factor : and I think it right to

interpose, at this point, some remarks of a purely per-
sonal nature, which are none the less necessary to be
stated. I do not claim to be, I will not say a finished

Greek scholar, but even a Greek scholar of average

capacity among those who have made classics a subject
of prolonged study during boyhood. I never worked at

Greek, except incidentally and for my own pleasure,
after I had left school. I never competed in any ex-

amination for which a knowledge of Greek was required,
after that in which I obtained an Entrance Scholarship
at Cambridge. I do not read Greek easily : nor write it

at all, though I daresay I could hammer out a score of

Iambics if my life depended on it. It is therefore with

diffidence that I speak on the subject Nevertheless I

do not hold that my lack of scholarship precludes me
from taking part in this controversy. On the contrary I

think it is in certain ways a circumstance adding weight
to my remarks : first because I cannot be accused of any
professional prejudice in favour of studies which I have

long abandoned, in which I never gained any particular

distinction, and which have no direct connection with

those subjects on which I now give instruction for gain :

secondly because I claim, so far as is consistent with due

modesty, to be the sort of person whose interests are

principally concerned in the question now at issue. If

some such vote as is now proposed had been passed
twenty or thirty years ago, and had been followed by
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such further measures as the advocates of the change

desire, it is as likely as the result of an unfulfilled con-

dition can be, that I should never have learned Greek.
" And you would have lost nothing by it

" an opponent

might unhesitatingly rejoin : and thereupon the question
at issue between us becomes clear and definite: for I

think I should have lost a great deal.

I write on behalf of those who are not good scholars,

but can only claim to have got, while at school, in fair

measure, such educational advantages as the present

system offers to those boys who show no particular bent

for any special study, but work, or abstain from working,
at the ordinary subjects at which they find that they are

expected and encouraged to work. I do not write on
behalf of born scholars. They, no doubt, will always,
under any system, find the way to the Greek and Latin

books and study them, sooner or later, with avidity and
success. I wholly understand the position of those who

say that Greek, if its study be made voluntary, will be

learned by all who have the making of first-rate scholars

in them, and will be lost to none but those whom nature

did not mean for scholars. But between those to whom
the study of Greek brings real scholarship, and those to

whom it brings nothing but tribulation and confusion,
there is a large class who attain in it that reasonable

degree of competence which they would secure in any
subject prominently put in their way throughout their

school days, and therewith, as I believe, many advantages,
not growing on every branch of the tree of knowledge.
These are the boys for whom I wish to save Greek : and
I believe it can only be saved by being made compulsory,
as an introduction to academic education and a University
degree.

I have said that I am not, and never was, never shall

be, and never should have been a Greek scholar. But I

began Greek before I was ten, and did not leave off

studying it daily during term time until I was nearly
twenty. I am afraid to reckon up the time which I must
have devoted to reading Greek, writing Greek, and en-
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deavouring to master the rudiments of Greek grammar.
I think it highly probable that I have forgotten more
Greek than I remember. I cannot point to any practical
or pecuniary advantage derived by me directly from the

study of Greek. But I can honestly say that I do not

regret a single hour of those which I spent in the study
of the language : nor is there any sort of knowledge
which I would rather have imbibed than even that part
of my boyish knowledge of Greek which I have for-

gotten. I must apologise for the personal tone of this

assertion. It is as well to present things from a point of

view with which one is familiar : and I attach value to

my own case, as I have already said, because I think

that I speak in the name of a large class, and one of

which the interests are vitally concerned in the question
now before the University.

I wish to estimate the value of a knowledge of

Greek, as a part of the intellectual equipment of a well-

educated man : and I particularly wish it to be under-
stood that by "the value of a knowledge of Greek" I

mean the value not merely of knowing Greek which

may at any given moment be practically nothing what-
ever but of having known Greek, which I take to be

always considerable. The first merit which I claim for

this knowledge is the perfection of Greek, in many re-

spects, as a language. I shall not presume to enlarge
on this subject. Others have dealt with it far better

than I could pretend to do. I suggest the statement
that ancient Greek is a marvellously subtle, flexible and

ingenious language, and contains mechanical niceties

and intellectual devices not to be found in any modern

language, as a commonplace which has never been
denied : and if any supporter of this or any Grace
denies the proposition, I will deal with him hereafter :

unless indeed his audacity (or ignorance) provoke the
entrance into the lists of some champion better equipped
than myself for such a controversy. Greek is a beautiful

language in more ways than one. It approaches, I sup-
pose, more nearly than any other language, to perfection
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in a certain line. Of languages which depend upon in-

flections, whether of verb or noun which approach re-

condite meanings by the almost unlimited variability of

a single word, rather than by the coarser method of

multiplying auxiliaries and prepositions, it is, I should

conceive, admittedly supreme. It is a master-piece of

the human intellect Perhaps this is not the best way
of talking and writing. Perhaps the coarser, rough and

ready methods of most modern languages bring language
more immediately into harmony with the thoughts of a

rather commonplace race : and provide a more effective

instrument to the broker on the Stock Exchange or the

bagman on his rounds. If our millennium is to be what

Carlyle called "a calico millennium," and the industrial or

economical aspect of things is wholly to supersede not

only the military but the literary and philosophical,
Greek may become more than ever a thing of the past.
But none the less Greek is a beautiful language: a "joy
for ever": it is the very best language ever constructed

upon a plan which is, at worst, the second best, and
which many hold to be in some respects the best. Now
to know such a language as that, nay more to Jiave

known it, or even to have spent hours or years in study-
ing it, and yet never to have known it at all, is an

advantage to a man quite independently of any practical

good it might do him. Let me appeal, by an illustra-

tion, to the man of science. If I study a dynamo-
machine, or a gigantic railway bridge, until every piece
of its mechanism, and every function of all its parts
has been explained to me, and a good part of them
understood, may I not be the better for the process,

though I never have occasion to generate electricity, or
to carry a railway across a river ? Nay, though I ulti-

mately forget the details of what I learned, may not my
mind be an apter instrument for future tasks, because it

underwent that piece of training ? So with Greek. The
student of so marvellous and admirable a product of the
human mind, gains much by his study, though he never
turns it to any practical use: and studies other things
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more rapidly and effectively, because of the training that

study gave him, even when he has forgotten how to

write an Iambic, or to do a set of "
derivations."

I may perhaps be pardoned if I trench for one
moment on a subject too obscure and difficult for any
but a specialist. I should like to arrive at certainty

upon the subject of "forgetting." Does one ever quite

forget a thing? I doubt it. The impression once re-

ceived is somewhere, till death at all events. All that

one needs is to be reminded of it. Who cannot cite a

score of instances of trivial matters forgotten for many
years, and recalled in all their original distinctness by
some incident which " reminded "

the person of what
was forgotten : which, in other words, revealed the piece
of knowledge long obscured by the superincumbent
deposits of subsequent years ? Therefore if a man is

said to profit nothing by having learned Greek be-

cause he has forgotten it, I reply, for one thing, that he
has not forgotten it, and may be reminded, at any time,
of all the Greek he ever knew : and for another thing,

perhaps of more practical import, that his latent know-

ledge of Greek, of which he will possibly die unreminded,
is associated with aptitudes, capacities and tastes, which

sprang from, and have survived his actual familiarity
with the language.

Besides the merit of flexibility, elasticity and in-

genuity, which Greek will surely be admitted to possess,
I would briefly advert to the sonorous, almost melo-
dious character of the words of which it is composed.
Here again I will not encumber my argument with

proofs or illustrations. Proof of such an assertion is

indeed, in the nature of things, impossible: and as for

illustrations, I am not competent to supply them in

an efficient manner, and if I were, I have no reader ac-

quainted with Greek who cannot supply them for himself,
or who needs to have such a truism illustrated. To the

ear, as well as to the intellect, to the student of aesthetics

as well as to the student of philosophy, Greek is a
beautiful language. The power of Greek poetry to
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please the ear, however -remote the pronunciation of the

reader from that of the writer, and whether the accent

be placed as we place it, or as the modern Greeks place

it, has been pointed out over and over again : as has

the fact that the pleasure of listening to the sonorous

roll of Homer's hexameters, the stately march of the

iambics of Aeschylus, or the delicate ripple of Ana-
creon's songs, is not denied even to those who are

wholly ignorant of Greek. I know no other language of

which this has been so often and so truly said. We, in

Cambridge, have seen large audiences, in great measure

composed of persons wholly ignorant of Greek, moved
to emotion of which it would be discourteous and censori-

ous to doubt the sincerity, by the representation, under

circumstances almost as different as possible to those

contemplated by the authors, of Greek tragedies written

two thousand years ago. Such is the power of the

beauty and sweetness of Greek words : and the language
to which these qualities have secured immortality, is

spoken of as a dead language !

Akin to the merits of Greek to which I have already
referred is a merit of which I should like to speak at

considerable length, were it not that its proper discus-

sion would lead me too far from the subject under con-

sideration. I refer to the extraordinary richness of the

language of the Greeks in metrical possibilities, and of
the literature of the Greeks in actual metrical experi-
ments. Metre is the foundation of all poetry, and is of
incalculable importance in songs, and more or less in-

directly in all kinds of musical composition so far as

melody, apart from harmony, is concerned. The great
storehouse of metrical devices is Greek literature. The
Latin poets derive all their metrical lore from the Greek
poets. In the study of modern metres nothing is more
interesting than to observe the similitudes and differ-

ences, the echoes and contrasts, the reproductions which
are repetitions and the reproductions which are totally
new departures, furnished by the languages of to-day
and the languages of the ancient world. The subject is
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extensive, intricate and special : but I do not hesitate to

say that the excellence and importance of Greek in its

metrical aspect alone, are sufficient to make it a subject
better worthy of general study than many others which
find more or less eager adherents.

Hitherto I have examined only such of the merits of

Greek as an educational instrument as depend upon the

language itself. These however are but a small part of

the merits which it must be admitted to possess. Let it

not, however, be forgotten that they are a highly im-

portant part. There is a comment to be made by
opponents upon much of what is to follow, which cannot

be made upon what has gone before. When I speak of

the value of Greek literature and Greek history, I may
be told that this is of no importance in a discussion of

compulsory Greek : because all that is to be known of

the ancient world can be read either in modern books or

in translations of ancient books. I hope I shall not be

without an answer to this objection : but at all events it

cannot apply to what I have already said. Such educa-

tional merits as belong to Greek, in its capacity as a

language, cannot be reached except by a study of the

language itself.

It is impossible to study a language and not to study
its literature : and it is impossible to study the literature

of a sensitive and eloquent people and not to study the

people themselves. A boy who reads Greek regularly
for ten years, reads, of necessity, a number of Greek

plays in which the religious feelings of the people, their

patriotism, their superstitions, their belief as to the past,
their political associations, and their judgments on moral
and social questions, inevitably find expression. He
reads portions of histories which bring to his mind a

more or less vivid representation of the picture of the

past which belonged to the average Greek of the his-

torian's epoch. He reads portions of philosophical works
which give him some notion of the sort of problems
which occupied the mind of a speculative Athenian, and
the sort of answers for which he was accustomed to
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look to the questions which he asked of himself and of

his instructors. Just as a fairly intelligent boy picks

up from stray conversations, books and newspapers a

general idea of the course which political events are

pursuing in England and Europe: of the character

belonging to the several epochs of modern history: of the

contents of the great plays of Shakspere and the epics

of Milton, even if he has never read them : and of the

sort of views which are to be expected from Darwin,
or Spencer, or Newman, though he could not give the

names of their works : so the schoolboy who reluctantly

opens his Xenophon or Thucydides or Poetae Scenici at

the appointed hour, is very gradually and almost un-

consciously acquiring a general feeling of what Greek

life, and Greek modes of thought, and the course of

Greek history, and the tone of Greek literature were,
which will be to him a possession for ever, and which is

none the less a valuable piece of mental furniture because

it is necessarily incomplete, and almost certainly in-

accurate.

And here I come upon the great and distinctive merit

of Greek literature as a subject of continuous study
when the mind is fresh and susceptible of new im-

pressions. There has never been since the world began,
and there can hardly ever be again, a period so suitable

for collective presentation to the mind of a boy as the

flourishing period of Greek history. It is the brief but

inexpressibly stirring period when a highly sensitive,
and intellectually brilliant people were, and knew them-
selves to be, at their very best. The country was small :

the people were necessarily few : of the actual popula-
tion a great proportion were slaves and lay to a great
extent outside the account, as far as matters of literary,

artistic, philosophical, or political importance were con-
cerned. The outside world, the world beyond Greece,
could be almost wholly neglected. It was a dark region,

teeming no doubt with undecipherable possibilities: lit

up here and there with the blaze of gorgeous and barbaric

tyrannies, going with a blare of trumpets and a gleam
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of banners the way to inevitable dissolution : but upon
the whole no more than the sombre and uninteresting

background of the most complete and brilliant picture
the world has ever seen. The men who directed the

affairs of a Grecian community were known by name, if

not by sight, to every free citizen. The eminent philoso-

phers and famous poets were seen every day in the

market place, or at the assembly hall : they did not

spend the working part of their life in an unknown house
in a more or less dingy suburb, and devote their annual

holiday to an excursion to the Alps or across the

Atlantic. Every one was known. Every one was a

citizen. Every one discharged recognised functions.

The little world in which they lived was open to the

inspection of all : and every figure in it could be seen at

work. Only in such a community could Aristotle have
laid down as obviously true the remarkable proposition
that it was a necessity for a state not to be too large for

its citizens to meet in a single hall. Most of the states

of Greece realised this condition. Those which did not

were regarded as over-grown and almost necessarily
barbaric : their actual dimensions being perhaps inferior

to those of a large English county.
What was the result ? This : that a race of persons

gifted beyond any others with the power of self-portrayal,
found themselves so posed and grouped that nothing
was easier than to portray themselves both effectively
and completely. So it has come about that a British

schoolboy, dividing his time between his books and his

games, much to the disadvantage of the former, can
nevertheless in five or six years get such a picture of

Greece, and such a recognition of the Greek spirit, as he
will never get, even with the advantage of being per-

sonally present to conduct his investigations, of the life

and genius of any other nation.

The imperfect condition of ancient Greek literature

at the present day is rather an aid to the student than
otherwise : because it puts actually within his grasp,
instead of at an incalculable distance from him, the

2 2
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possibility of practically knowing all there is to be

known about the people, their history, their habits and

their feelings. Let a boy who is fairly familiar with the

Greek language collect his classical books and begin to

re-read them, with a view only to their contents, as he

reads Shakspere or Dickens: neglecting philosophical

niceties, doubtful readings, or archaeological specula-
tions. Let him read twenty tragedies and ten comedies :

two or three hundred pages of epigrams, odes, fragments
and miscellaneous pieces: three epic poems no longer
than Paradise Lost, and much easier than the Ring and
the Book : two history books, far shorter than Macaulay
or Hume : and a dozen or so of not very elaborate

philosophical treatises : and what a tremendous hole he

has made in Greek literature ! This remark may seem
irrelevant to a great scholar: he cannot bring himself

to regard a play of Aeschylus or a dialogue of Plato,

over which he has pored for long years, and which will

afford the subject of equally protracted studies in the

future, as a thing to be skimmed by a schoolboy in a few
hours for pleasure and superficial information. Never-
theless the thing is evidently possible and far from un-

profitable: and it is no small point in favour of Greek, that

the language once learned, and the spirit of the people
once appreciated, as it should be, after years spent at

a school where Greek is regularly taught, nearly all the

masterpieces of the literature can be run through a

second time in a period which would not serve to make
an appreciable inroad into the literature of any other

highly developed and civilised community.
To complete the catalogue of the merits which Greek

possessed as a means of education, would tax the elo-

quence of the most gifted writer, and the knowledge of
the most profound scholar. I can do no more than faint-

ly indicate the topics on which it would be his duty to

enlarge. After all, the inherent merits of Greek litera-

ture are not likely to be denied. Homer still holds, and
will continue to hold, his place in every man's opinion, at,
or very near the head of all the poets whose works we
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know. Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and Aristo-

phanes remain at an immeasurable height above any other

group of dramatists produced within so short space of

time by a single community. Only one name has ever

been placed above theirs : and Shakspere admittedly
stands quite alone. It may serve to show what a gulf

separates them from other rivals, that the group of dra-

matists who wrote under Louis XIV. of France has

probably been compared with them more often than any
other. No philosophical writer has ever claimed, nor have
his followers ventured to claim for him, a literary merit

comparable to that of Plato : nor can any two names be
mentioned concerning whose importance as philosophers
there is anything like the consensus of opinion, which

assigns a foremost place among those who have directed

the course of human speculation, both to him and to

Aristotle. The glory of Thucydides and Herodotus
shows no sign of waning. But it is idle to state in a

catalogue of truisms the oft-told tale of the greatness of

Greece, for which the world furnishes no parallel. Elimi-

nate the Hellenic chapter from the history of the world :

destroy the literary masterpieces to which reference has
been made : let there be no remnant of the noble edifices

which the Greeks reared, no instance of their almost
incredible skill in the sculptor's art : no clue to their ways
of thought or their view of the world : no record of the

great men with whom the world of action was enriched
from their ranks : no memory of the wars they fought,
the invasions they resisted, the colonies they planted,
the patriotism with which their hearts was fired: the
enthusiasm which made their great men teachers and
rulers among a race of heroes : take all this away, and
have you not torn from the history of mankind its bright-
est page, and robbed the world of a large proportion of
the feelings and memories by which it has been ennobled,

encouraged, instructed and refined ?

If I am told that all that is to be said about Greece
and the Greeks is to be found in a number of excellent
and accessible modern books : that Homer has been
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translated by Chapman, Pope, and Lord Derby ;
that

the best portion of Thucydides is incorporated in Grote :

and that Plato and Aristotle can be adequately studied

in the works of Oxford and Cambridge translators : I

can only reply with honest conviction if not with argu-
mentative force

;
first that the literature of no country

can be studied with so much profit, pleasure and insight
in a translation as in the original : secondly that there

would be very little chance of the study of Greek litera-

ture and Greek history continuing to be general, if it

were contained in books not essentially distinguishable
from ordinary English books on other subjects: and

lastly that I am perfectly certain that no one of the

celebrated and meritorious translators of Greek would
recommend the universal adoption of his version as a
substitute for the original.



CHAPTER III.

I HAVE reserved for the last in my list an educational

merit of Greek which might seem more proper to be

classed with those dependent on the nature of the lan-

guage itself, which I considered before dealing with those

dependent on the nature of the books written in the lan-

guage, and on the things and people with which these

books are conversant. But I reserved this topic for the

last, because it will inevitably lead the way to a general
discussion of the nature of education and to a statement

of the belief on which the movement in support of Greek
is really founded. The topic is the difficulty of Greek.

I think the language is a good one to teach boys precisely
because it is a difficult one to learn. I believe that the

numerous difficulties which make Greek lessons a trouble

and a torment to stupid boys, constitute part of a most
wholesome discipline. The rules about cases and genders,
moods and tenses, declensions and conjugations, prepo-
sitions and conjunctions, which a boy is compelled to

learn by heart, to apply rigorously and in detail, and
realise continuously : the deductions he must grasp : the

inferences he must draw: the analogies he must perceive:
in short the rigours of syntax and the severities of acci-

dence: all these difficulties, harassing and irritating as

they may seem from day to day, are eminently salutary
,in the long run. To learn a modern language which is

acquired partly by guess-work, partly by imitation, partly

by its close similarity to English, may be a more pleasant
kind of work, but is certainly a less efficient training,
than laboriously and exactly to school oneself to read and
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compose a language in which every step, from learning
the alphabet to mastering the last intricacies of syntax,
must be patiently and accurately made. One boy may
know enough French to live by himself in Paris while

knowing as little of French grammar as he does of

English : another may know enough Greek to construe

the easier parts of Xenophon, and just enough of the

mechanism and vocabulary of the language as will see

him through that operation. The former boy has doubt-

less the more showy and apparently the more useful

accomplishment: but the latter is the more likely to

enjoy the advantage of not being wholly uneducated.

For, what is education ? Here we touch the kernel

of the matter. However the question need not delay us

long : for in order to decide on the educational value of

Greek it will suffice to lay down a general principle
without going into questions of detail, or developing
argumentative elaboration. The object of education is,

in my judgment, to strengthen the mental faculties of

the person educated : to give him the power of acquiring

knowledge : of seeing where difficulties lie and how they
can be solved : of distinguishing the immaterial from the

essential : of estimating by how much labour a certain

task can be performed ;
of knowing how to begin and

when to stop : of performing all the operations of learning
at once soundly and rapidly. Add to all this the power
of observation : which brings with it, so far as the mental
structure of the individual allows of it, the power of
accurate memory : and the power of expression : which
is little more than an accurate knowledge of language
coupled with imagination and insight ;

and you have a

perfectly educated man. Find me a lad of eighteen who
possesses, in fair measure, all the gifts which I have enu-
merated : and I will declare him to be well educated,
even if he knows no language but his own, is ignorant of
the multiplication table, and has never heard of any one
of the sciences. Of course it is practically impossible
that a well educated boy should be absolutely ignorant ;

because some means or other must have been used to
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train his mind
;
and his growing powers of observation

and memory must have enabled him to retain a know-

ledge of the subject-matter of his studies. But his

knowledge is accidental and irrelevant to the question
whether he is well educated. I do not care for his

knowing the most rare and curious things : I do not

mind his not knowing the most ordinary and obvious

things. What I do care about it is the condition of his

intellectual faculties, and his capacity for observation,

acquisition, arrangement and expression. Given all these,
he is well educated : and it will not be long before his

ignorance vanishes.

For when a boy gives up the fragmentary and pro-
tracted studies of his schooldays, and ceases to crawl

unreflectingly from Tacitus to Herodotus, from Moliere
to Goethe, or from Geometrical Progression to the

Parallelogram of Forces, taking in knowledge in minute

doses, and passing from one unexhausted trifle to another
in obedience to scholastic routine : when he quits this

system for the life of a great University, or for the

outside world, a complete change in his intellectual life

takes place. Up to now he has studied things, not for

their own sake, but for the sake of the gradual process

by which his mind has been unconsciously transformed
from that of a boy to that of a man : by which, in other

words, his education, good, bad or indifferent, as the case

may be, has been carried out. Henceforth study, whether
as the main pursuit of an academic career, or as the oc-

casional recreation of a life otherwise occupied, will mean
the direct, conscious and rapid acquisition of know-

ledge. He will now learn in a week what he previously
learned in a year. With the aid, perhaps, of an ex-

perienced tutor, he will extract in a few hours the essence

of a book which might previously have afforded, in one

part or another, materials for intermittent and incon-

sequent studies of innumerable afternoons, which would
still have left whole regions unexplored. He will read

at a sitting a Greek play of which about four-fifths was
then doled out thirty lines at a time thrice a week for
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thirteen weeks, the other fifth remaining wholly unknown.
He will at last come to understand, what dimly puzzled
him in his chrysalis state, how men manage to acquire such

enormous masses of learning as sometimes fall to the lot

of one student, and peruse in a dozen years thousands

of volumes each one of which appears to the schoolboy's
mind to stretch far beyond the compass of the labour of

a complete school-time.

I know well that this change in a student's attitude

towards his studies does not take place in its entirety at

the same point in the life-time of every boy. I only say
that in the life-time of every reasonably intelligent man
there occurs a period, more or less condensed or pro-
tracted in special cases, somewhere about the end of his

schooldays, when the possibilities of daily and yearly
achievement in the way of learning are revealed to him,
and when (if he knew it) the conscious and effective

study of things for their own sake, replaces the slow and
unconscious acquisition of mental capacity, by means
of the laborious and not very effective study of things
for the sake of their educational value. Sometimes this

change synchronises with the transference from a school

to a university : sometimes it precedes or follows that

transference at an appreciable interval. When a boy
goes straight from school to the business of making a

living, the change is sometimes first made apparent by
the rapid and effective manner in which he learns his

trade or profession. Or, perhaps, the boy leaves his

school for a professional
"
crammer," who undertakes to

make him capable in a given time of getting a certain

number of marks in a given examination. The " cram-
mer "

is successful and gets another name to add to the
list of victorious candidates which he circulates by way
of advertisement : and the boy's parents begin to cry
out upon the dilatory ways of public schoolmasters :

and to lament that the boy's time was wasted at school,
and that he ever went anywhere except to the intelligent
and efficient

"
crammer." What the boy's parents fail to

see is this : that the inevitably slow and tedious process
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at school taught him, if not very much of the subjects

comprised in the examination, at all events the power of

assimilating and utilising the facts which the " crammer "

flashed upon his eyes, with a rapidity which would have
dazzled and confused him, but for his long and painfnl

training at school.

It has been said hundreds of times before, and is

true, that the great object of a boy's education is to
" teach him to learn

"
: and to provide for his mind a

series of exercises which shall strengthen it, and develop
its useful qualities, as much as gymnastic exercises

strengthen and develop the body. If this theory be

true, it matters little what a boy has been taught, so

long as he has learned the one essential lesson : how to

learn. If everything that ever was said in disparagement
of the " dead languages

"
were true, and if it were also

true that their difficulty, and the certainty of getting
work out of boys by means of them, rendered them the
most effective form of mental gymnastics, it would still

be reasonable to insist that they should be taught in all

the foremost public schools in the country. Let it be

granted that Greek can never be talked to any good
purpose : that Greek will never, as a matter of fact be
written or even read by a man busy with a thousand

occupations : that whatever picture of Greek manners
and Greek thought may have found its way into the

boy's mind will fade entirely out of the man's : nay more
that a boy will rapidly forget every word of Greek he
ever knew and even the letters of the Greek alphabet :

grant all this and it is far more than any reasonable
man will ever ask us to grant and the study of Greek

may still continue to be valuable and important, if it

really possesses exceptional merits as a means of mental

training.
I contend that the difficulty of Greek alone renders

it far better than a modern language, or than any subject
that can be suggested, except, in a less degree, Latin,
and some branches of mathematical studies, as a means
of mental training: and that the sort of problem it
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forces a student to solve, and the kind of questions
which the study of it brings to his attention, have a

direct educational value as processes to be undergone,

apart from the general value of Greek as an acquisition

likely to be retained. I do not wish however to push
this point so far as to injure my own argument as well

as that of my opponents. I use it to answer those who
will not accept the answer I have given them already,
and who adhere to the view that Greek is

" no use
"

: and
I endeavour to show that, even a practically useless lan-

guage, and one which wise men make haste to forget,

might have a high educational value, since education is

mainly concerned with providing a gymnastic training
for the mind. It is evident however that schoolboys get
some knowledge from their education, and no doubt it

is as well that that knowledge should not be valueless.

I have given reasons for thinking that a knowledge of

Greek is exceedingly valuable in itself. I may further

observe that the compulsory study of Greek in public
schools, in so far as it exists, does not prevent the study
of numerous other branches of knowledge. A boy does
not as a matter of fact leave even the most conservative
of our great schools without some knowledge of history,

geography, French, German, chemistry and geology, as

well as classics and mathematics. Compulsory Greek
does not therefore mean the complete neglect of these

subjects. Indeed there are not a few who think that the
introduction of numerous subjects into the boy's curri-

culum has already been carried too far : and would

deplore the abolition of Greek, if for no other reason,
because the removal of a study which takes up so much
of a boy's time would leave room for an incalculable
influx of new subjects to smatter in.

It would be deemed too absurd and reactionary for

belief if I advocated the adoption of the system by
which boys were once taught nothing whatever but Latin
and Greek : taught that well : and left plenty of leisure

to employ as they chose. I do not advocate it. I con-
tent myself with observing that some of the best educated
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Englishmen that have ever lived and the list, which

begins far back, could be completed by the names of

men now living, were educated precisely upon that

system. But I do not wish to put myself unnecessarily
at issue with the spirit of the age. Let it be granted
that it is an indispensable necessity of a good system of

education to give a boy a little knowledge of many sub-

jects. Time can be found to do this without neglecting
the far more important duty of training the mind

; and,
as experience proves, without neglecting Greek.

Having considered the effect which the retention of

Greek may have on a boy while he is at school, let me,
for a short time, follow the boy to the University and
see what effect it has upon him there. The only effect

which it has necessarily and directly is that he must

pass, if he has not already got a certificate of efficiency
at school, an examination for which some knowledge of

Greek is required. To the great majority of Under-

graduates this effect is insignificant. A very moderate

knowledge of Greek is enough to give the boy as good
a chance as his faculties allow of passing the Previous

Examination at once. Of course there are boys, and
sometimes boys by no means stupid, who habitually fail

to pass examinations, for reasons which remain for ever

unknown to themselves, their parents and their friends.-

There are other boys so stupid that it is, I suppose,
desirable that they should fail : if not, why should there

be a Previous Examination ? I own that that question
is beyond my power of solving riddles : I do not know
why there should be a Previous Examination : but then I

do not even believe in the necessity of Triposes, so that I

suppose my views on competitive examinations are too
heterodox to be put forward. But if there is to be a

Previous Examination, one of its objects must be the
failure of the very stupid : or, in the jargon of the day,
the non-survival of the unfittest. If then some students

are meant by the authorities to fail, and others are

destined by the Gods to fail, I suppose that they
would as soon fail in Greek as in anything else. Pro-
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bably they fail in other things as well. I have never seen

any statistics as to the favourite subjects for failure. No
doubt the substitute for Greek, if it is ever produced,
will not baffle the powers of candidates bent on

collapse.
The boy who has learnt Greek at school then has

no reason to complain of that part of the Previous

Examination for which a knowledge of Greek is re-

quired. Either he passes it with no greater expense of

trouble than is involved in going to the examination
room : or he passes it by means of a few weeks' study of

the kind to which he has long been accustomed : or he

fails to pass it with the indifference bred of repeated

experiences of the same kind. Certainly, if he possess

any ability whatever, the boy who learned Greek at

school is able to devote a great part of his time at once,
and the whole of it before very long, to whatever special
studies he may select at Cambridge.

But how does this part of the Previous Examination
affect the boy who has not learned Greek ? Here is the

one University grievance which the present proposal is

intended to correct. It is not a very grave one. The
youth who has not learned Greek, must learn it. No
doubt he will find it rather difficult, because he is, in all

probability, a badly educated youth. But although he
has not learned Greek he has presumably had a mental

training of some kind, and, if there be any good stuff in

him at all, has learned something of the art of learning.
I can call to mind instances of Undergraduates at Cam-
bridge who learned Greek thoroughly and carefully for

their Previous Examination, who never remitted for a

day their other studies, who never over-worked them-

selves, who passed the examination with ease, subse-

quently distinguished themselves in their own subjects,
took a brilliant degree, and never for an instant regret
the hours spent on Greek when they were freshmen.
But let me then put the case more strongly against

myself. Let me admit that some youths do not take
this intelligent and satisfactory course : that they resort
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to the lowest tricks of the "
crammer," and the meanest

devices of the fabricator of "artificial memories/' in

order that, without, in any intelligible sense of the word,
*'

knowing Greek," they may enable themselves to

beguile the examiners into thinking that they do. Let
me suppose even that a man gets through the examina-
tion without being able to read Greek, because he is

enabled to recognise, by its general appearance, a pas-

sage of which he learned the English by heart from the

version of Mr Bohn. Add to this that the man after-

wards forgets all the Greek he did learn, loses a class in

his Tripos by the time wasted in manufacturing false

evidence of his knowledge of Greek, and bitterly deplores
the time so wasted till his dying day. Here, I will

admit, there is a grievance. But it must be borne with

philosophy. The possibility of such occurrences is the

necessary result of a system indispensable to the general

study of Greek in schools. If Greek is optional at

Cambridge, Greek will cease to be generally taught to

boys. Therefore those lads whose parents or teachers

choose to leave them ignorant of Greek, must pay the

penalty of learning it as freshmen, or must forego the

privileges which Cambridge has a right to concede only
on her own conditions.

But when the Previous Examination is once over,
and for nine men out of ten it is no great matter, Cam-
bridge affords perhaps unrivalled opportunities for

specialisation. During the terms which elapse between

passing the Previous Examination and going, in for the

Tripos, a man can work exclusively and continuously
at the class of subjects in which he naturally takes an
interest. The bisection of a good many Triposes has
somewhat multiplied the restrictions under which he
must work, necessitating a general study on broad lines

during the first part of his career, and permitting the

minute investigation of one branch during the latter

part. But a wise man will not allow himself to be put
very much out of his intended course of studies by
Tripos regulations : and if necessity does compel him to
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conform to the rules by which the largest number of

marks can be obtained, he is after all dividing his time

upon a principle suitable to the average student, and

much commended by experts : and in any case the

whole of his time is devoted to the main subject of his

interests and ambition.

Now comes into play the method of doing work
which belongs to the man as distinguished from the boy,
and which steals half-perceived within the limits of his

capacities with a rapidity and completeness dependent

upon the excellence of his education as a gymnastic

process. The progress which a man can make during
three or four years' arduous and continuous study of

classics, mathematics, science, history or law, is so great
as to appear absolutely incredible to a boy with his hazy
reminiscences of the books which supplied provender
for term after term, and year after year, and a general
sense of apparent stagnation upon a very limited sea of

learning. The reason has been stated already. The

Undergraduate has been educated. He has learned to

learn. He comes to Cambridge to use the power which
his school education has conferred upon him. He comes
there to acquire knowledge. His schoolmasters have

taught him to observe, to remember, to coordinate, and
to compare. His University Lecturers and Tutors
should teach him but many men do not really need
much teaching how to use to the best advantage the

powers so bestowed upon him. Using these to the best

advantage, he learns in a year more than he could have
learned in seven years before he was educated. In

three years he ought to acquire a really valuable fund of

knowledge. It is possible, though it is in no case other-

wise than unnecessary and undesirable, that the circum-
stances of his after life may be such as to prevent his

acquiring any more knowledge, except from the newspa-
pers, and from his colleagues in whatever trade he plies or

pursuit he follows. The question "what does he know?"
is therefore the essential question to be asked about a
man who has completed his University Course. I have
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already said that I consider it to be an incidental and
almost unnecessary question to ask about a boy at the

commencement of that course. The question to be asked

about him is
" Can he learn ?

"
If he can, any amount

of ignorance is venial, because it is curable. If he can-

not, no amount of such knowledge as is acquired in

Schools is likely to be very serviceable, or to make up
to him for being, in the one essential matter, an unedu-
cated man.

The well-educated but ignorant freshman becomes

b>Nthe time he takes his degree a thoroughly well-

informed man : on the way to become a master of one

subject, and familiar, from the circumstances and con-

ditions of University life, with the outlines of many
others. More than that, his powers of acquisition and

rapid mastery of subjects are strengthened by use, and
he will go on learning new subjects, in leisure hours, or

in holiday weeks, during the rest of his life. The ill-

educated boy, with much knowledge, becomes at the end
of his University course an ill-educated man with rather

more knowledge: takes the first opportunity of for-

getting what he has learned, and never learns any
more.

For reasons already given I believe that a boy who
has carefully, methodically and slowly studied Latin and

Greek, is far more likely than a boy who has not done
so to be well educated. He is therefore likely to possess
the great essential gift of knowing how to learn : and he
is not a bit. less likely than his fellows to possess the
incidental but not despicable quality of knowing things

already. I contend that such a boy is the one who has
the best chance of making the most of Cambridge and
that he is likely to excel in whatever branch of study he

may take up : and when I say that he will excel, I do
not mean that he will obtain many marks, or gain a high
place in examinations, but that he will arrive at excellence,
in the truest sense of the word.

I say that this is true of all branches of study : no
more of the study of classics itself, than of the subjects

S. 3
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commonly supposed to be most remote from classics. I

may here revert to a fact already mentioned
;
that several

distinguished teachers of Science in the University are

among the keenest opponents of the change now pro-

posed : and I should like to state an instance of a

personal nature not without weight in the present con-

troversy. A professional teacher of several subjects

comprised in the Natural Science School himself told

me, that he had found it an almost invariable rule that

the students who came to him with a knowlege of Latin

and Greek, and the training that that knowledge implies,
but wholly ignorant of science, make far more rapid

progress than those who had devoted no time at all to

the "dead languages," and much to the study of science.

The former soon caught the latter and passed them :

because they understood the art of listening to what was

said, seeing what was meant, and remembering what they
learned : whereas the others had only a stock of know-

ledge which a well-trained student could have acquired
in a month, and which had been deposited in their

minds, by the superficial study of years, while they
did not possess the knowledge of the art of learning
which a classical education would have given them.

Who cannot find a parallel to this experience in his

own recollection ? Who does not recollect, for instance,
men who have taken to medicine, after the labours of
the Classical Tripos and rapidly caught and out-

stripped those whose whole education had been de-

liberately directed towards modern and scientific Sub-

jects from their boyhood up, but who had never learned
to learn rapidly and efficiently ? or lawyers who never

opened a law-book till they had taken their degree, or

even won their fellowship, and whose power of mastering
a new subject brought them, in a few months, to the
front while those who had made law their study for

years toiled painfully behind ? or Indian Civilians, ad-
mitted under the old system, who went straight from
the taking of a brilliant degree to India, and soon knew
more of the art of governing the country, and of
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managing the natives than men who had been for years

specially trained in the subjects selected by the Govern-
ment as most appropriate for a civil servant ? Give a

man the best general training in the world, to which, I

take it, the study of Greek is indispensable : and leave

him to train himself for this or that special function,

whether in the world of thought or in the world of

action. What sensible editor would not prefer a leader-

writer who had distinguished himself in the Classical

Tripos \md never corrected a proof, to one who had left

the modern side of a public school for the seminary of

the ingenious gentleman of Fleet Street, who undertakes
to initiate young gentlemen and ladies into the art and

mystery of journalism by a year's practical training?
I will add, from personal recollection, one instance

which must occur to many Cambridge men besides my-
self. I remember that the most distinguished student
of science of recent years, who attained with unexampled
rapidity to a European reputation, whose early death
was mourned in every University on both sides of the

Atlantic, and who left as much valuable work behind
him as would have done credit to a man spared to old

age, was a classical scholar to begin with : and I heard
from his own lips that he had no greater solace and re-

creation in a life of constant study, and of continuous

literary and educational labours, than to read the master-

pieces of the ancient world in the language in which

they were written. This is a solace which would be

unquestionably denied in after life to a boy with a

strong taste for science, if Greek became an optional

study in our large schools.

32



CHAPTER IV.

I HOPE that many of the arguments which the op-

ponents of compulsory Greek are accustomed to use

have been answered, in so far as they are capable of

being answered without greater knowledge than I possess,

in the foregoing pages. The views which I have ex-

pounded indicate, or at least imply, the attitude which I

should take up towards most of the lines of argument
which my opponents are likely to adopt. I wish how-
ever to deal directly with a few of the arguments which

have been employed on the other side : though I am
conscious that I do so at the risk of repeating myself,
since the case for the reformers has been constantly in

my mind while I have written, and the realisation of the

answer which I know that I must expect, has no doubt
led me in many cases to anticipate it by such a rejoinder
as I am capable of making. I proceed to the detailed

consideration of certain objections.
I. It may be said that Greek may be properly

taught, by way of intellectual gymnastics to young boys,
but that from fifteen or sixteen onwards a boy ought to

be allowed to follow his bent, and not to be hampered
by uncongenial studies : and that consequently the

period at which a knowledge of Greek ought to be com-

pulsory arrives much earlier than the period of Matri-

culation at the University. Such an argument con-

cedes the main part of my case, and leaves me at issue

with its champion merely upon a point of detail. I

should answer him by saying that the time of change
from a school to a University ought to coincide as
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nearly as possible with the development from study for

the purpose of training the mind, to study, with a mind
well trained, for the purpose of acquiring knowledge :

that, if the entrance to a University now comes too late

to coincide with the internal change, we ought to revert

to the habits of our ancestors and send boys to Oxford
and Cambridge a year or two earlier than we do : but

that, upon the whole, the present arrangement appears,
from the Venerality of instances, to come pretty near to

an arrangement based upon a design to catch the boy at

the right moment, and that the length and character of

the University course gives to every student ample
opportunities for specialising to his heart's content, so

that he suffers no real damage by being forced to put up
with a somewhat prolonged course of ordinary general

training, and mental gymnastics suited to the average
student.

But I can adduce, to one who goes so far with me as

the objection now under consideration, a far more for-

cible argument. If it be true that the study of Greek is

a necessary ingredient in the best possible education,
I submit that there is no power on earth which can
cause the study of Greek to be carried on in schools

when the parents and masters would rather let it be,

except the influence, example, and, to speak the plain
truth, coercion, of the Universities. And, if it is the

Universities who are to see that those whom they admit
to a degree are possessed of a knowledge of the elements
of Greek, they cannot invariably apply the test at any
period earlier than that of the Previous Examination.

By the system of University certificates given at school

examinations, whereby a clever schoolboy can win

exemption from the Previous Examination, or from that

part of it in which a knowledge of Greek is necessary, a

year or two before he comes into residence, Oxford
and Cambridge have gone as far as possible in the
direction of affording to students an early escape from
the necessity of knowing Greek. If a boy is brought up
to matriculate who has never gone in for a certificate
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examination, or in any other way brought himself within

the purview of the University authorities, there is no

way of more speedily determining whether he has

fulfilled the conditions prescribed by the University for

participating in its privileges, than by causing him at

once to go in for the Previous Examination. To give

up the right of doing this, on the ground that the ideally
best time for doing it is gone by, would be irrevocably
to surrender the position of the Universities as the

guardians of humane studies in these islands.

2. The objection made by some scientific teachers

that Greek does their pupils no good, and that the

necessity of learning Greek wastes their time, has per-

haps been sufficiently discussed already. Boys who
have not learned Greek at the proper time are no doubt
inconvenienced : and the reasons which justify and
necessitate that inconvenience have been already stated.

As to the study of Greek having been of no use, a boy
to whom it was of no use is not likely to make much of

science, or of anything else that he happens to take up
in the way of intellectual study. If it is possible for a

moderately intelligent boy to work at Greek for years
without in any way fitting his mind for work, and

strengthening his intellectual fibre, every statement of

fact in this paper is an error, and every argument a

blunder.

There is a remark sometimes made by scientific

opponents of Greek to which it will not be out of place
to advert here. It is urged that it is a pitiable and
ridiculous thing for a boy to leave school acquainted
with the dates of the battle of Aegospotami or the de-

struction of Carthage, and understanding the mechanism
of a trireme and the value of a sesterce, but absolutely

ignorant of the arrangement of the solar system or the

structure of the earth's surface : and that there must be

something radically wrong with a system of education
which not only produces, but appears to regard with

complacency such a terrible and anomalous thing. The
late Mr John Bright is alleged to have made a similar
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complaint about his colleagues in the House of Com-
mons, who could round off their perorations with a frag-
ment of a "dead language/' but not one of whom could
state off-hand the whereabouts of Chicago.

The answer is obvious. The object of a classical

education is not, or ought not to be, to fit a boy with a

long list of dates, and a great store of useless knowledge
of archaeological minutiae. In so far as it does provide
him with such jznowledge it confers upon him collateral

advantages independent of its main object. That object
is to train his mind and to teach him how to learn.

What does it matter whether he knows what an ordinary
man should know about astronomy or geology ? Not
the least : because he can readily learn it. A well-

educated boy can learn all that he wants to know, for

every day purposes, about the stars and the sun by a
few hours' conversation with an astronomer. The facts

can be stated : they can be apprehended : they can be
remembered : they can be thought over, applied and

developed. They can afterwards be amplified by occa-

sional reading. If I am told that any boy cannot learn
the framework and main principles in this way, I reply
that is because he has been badly educated, and in all

probability because he has not been taught enough
Greek. The object of education is to enable boys to

take in knowledge wholesale, recognising and classing
the great leading facts at once and making them their

own. If an education in science were really an adequate
substitute for a study of Latin and Greek, it would not be
because it prevented boys from displaying, for want of a
few hours' study which could be had at any moment, a
ridiculous ignorance of cardinal physical phenomena.
These would be collateral and comparatively unimportant
facts. The value of a scientific education, if it were

really valuable (and I do not say it would not be), would
be that it would so brace and strengthen a boy's mind,
as to make him able to learn things : the outline of
Greek and Roman history for instance, which would take
him no longer, and give him no more trouble than the
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outline of astronomy or geology would to the boy
trained on the old fashioned plan. Mr Bright's op-

ponents could have found out where Chicago was, if it

ever became inconvenient for them not to know, in an

incalculably shorter time than a man who had not

learned Greek and Latin at school, could learn to quote
Latin and Greek naturally. Another remark of the

same statesman concerning the relative merits of a

page of the Times, and of the whole of Thucydides
might also be profitably discussed : but it would be an

insult to an eminent man to suppose that it was seriously
meant.

I do not hesitate to repeat, that when a boy leaves

school there is absolutely nothing which it is disgraceful
for him not to know: but there are innumerable things
which it is disgraceful for him not to be able to learn

quickly and effectively.

3. Prominent among the advocates of the abolition

of compulsory Greek, are a considerable number of school-

masters. I believe, as I have said, that the majority of

the Head-Masters are on the other side : but many Head-
Masters wish the change to take place, and they are

supported, to my personal knowledge, and to my deep
regret, by some of the ablest of the assistant masters

in large schools. While fully admitting the unrivalled

opportunities of school-masters to form opinions on sub-

jects of education, and the high character which the

leaders of the profession justly bear, and while making
all allowance for the fact that in advocatingthe diminution
of the teaching of Greek, many of them are attempting to

restrict the market for their own laboriously acquired
attainments, I think it fair to utter a word of warning
against the opposition to compulsory Greek by school-

masters. With regard to many Head-Masters, especially
of the smaller and less flourishing schools, they are inevit-

ably biassed by the consideration that some parents have
withheld their sons, and others have withdrawn them
sooner than they intended, because they objected to the
enforced and prolonged study of "dead languages."
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With regard to assistant masters many of them cannot

fail to have a personal interest in a proposal which would
relieve them, in the case of stupid boys, of a most tedious

and laborious task, and set free their energy to work in

more varied and agreeable channels. I am, of course,

fully prepared to admit that the dislike of parents to

have their boys taugjit Greek, and still more, the impos-
sibilityof making ajSertain class of boys take any pleasure
in studying Greek, are facts which can be legitimately
used as arguments for the present proposals. But I do

say, not of school-masters only, but as a general proposi-
tion, that it is difficult to estimate the exact value of

the testimony of a man who has a personal interest in

the question at issue, and that it is quite possible to urge
with honesty the unsuitability of an existing arrange-
ment to the true interests of somebody else, and yet to

be unconsciously influenced by the fact that the arrange-
ment is exceedingly inconvenient to yourself.

With respect to that portion of the schoolmasters'

opposition to Greek which is based upon the indisposi-
tion of practical and business-like men to have their

children taught Greek, I can only say that Cambridge
must decide educational questions on their merits, and
not in accordance with the views of those, who, however

practical and business-like, have not made a special study
of educational questions. If, on fair consideration of the

merits of the question, Cambridge concludes that com-

pulsory Greek ought to be retained, she should not
surrender that opinion in deference to anyone else. If

she suffers and her numbers fall off in consequence
which does not at present seem likely, so much the
worse. But in educational matters the University must
lead the way : and must not accept dictation even at the
hands of those upon whom she depends for her annual

supply of students.

A favourite argument of school-masters against com-

pulsory Greek is that there are boys whom it is impos-
sible to interest in Greek, whom it would be possible to

interest in other things, and for whom the time spent in
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studying the elements of Greek is sheer waste. I answer
that the time spent on the study of Greek is not neces-

sarily wasted, because there is nothing substantial to

show for it at the end. Pleasure in education is no doubt
a good thing : but for some boys the pain in education is

a salutary necessity. The reiterated attacks upon a sub-

ject which remains a mystery to the end, may perfectly
well conduce to the development of character, and to the

growth of the intellect of a stupid boy : and he may
emerge from the disagreeable process as well educated
as he is ever likely to be, and far more fit to learn the

things he has not yet had a chance of learning, than he
would have been if he had tackled them at once, as a

substitute for what was so distasteful both to himself

and to his teachers.

But I do not hesitate to go further and to say that,
if there are really boys so stupid, as not only to be unable
to learn Greek, but to be unable to get any good from

trying to learn Greek, they ought to be sacrificed without

compunction to their more gifted companions, rather than
that their companions should be sacrified to them. It

really does not matter much in what department of

knowledge such boys display their incompetence and

fortify their ignorance : and if, as may well happen, they
have good physical and moral qualities, and are really
more adequate human beings than some of the scholars

and prize winners, the best thing that can befall them is

to get away at once from a place where intellectual in-

competence is inevitably a drawback. Let them and
their parents be given to understand that they must
choose between staying where they are and doing no

good, and being removed to some place where they may
do good. Delightful as it might be for the school-master
to vary the monotonous round of his pursuits by discover-

ing whether there is not some subject in which his

absolute failures can reveal some glimmer of intelligence,
it would be dangerous and disastrous to open a door for

the escape of the dunce from a difficult study, because
it would be impossible to prevent the same door from
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remaining open to all who thought they would prefer
some other study to that of Greek.

4. The last class of objectors with whom I shall deal

are those who believe that whether the merits of an edu-

cation based on Latin and Greek be great or small, there

are other systems of education more suitable for our

higher schools, and for recognition by the Universities as

the proper and right education for an ordinary under-

graduate of a University to have enjoyed. Of these

objectors some admit that an education based on Latin

and Greek is the best education for boys of high intel-

lectual calibre, but contend that for the average boy a

more suitable educational medium might be found. Others
consider that the old fashioned view as to the best basis

for a gentleman's education was wholly unfounded, and
that the ideal system for all alike is to be sought else-

where.

One of the favourite substitutes proposed for Latin and
Greek consists in one or more of the Modern European
languages. We are told that the scientific teaching of

French and German might have as much educational

value for everybody, and much more for the ordinary or

average student, than the study of the " dead languages."
What is the exact meaning of the "

scientific teaching
"

of Latin and Greek I do not know. If a scientific

training in French or German does not give a boy the

power to talk and read the language pretty freely in a

year or two, the outcry against it will soon be as loud
as the outcry against Latin and Greek : for the advocates
of "

practically useful
"

education will point out that it

does not give, in that period, what a residence in Paris or

Berlin would give in two or three months. If on the
other hand a scientific training does enable a boy to talk

and read in a comparatively short time, the difficulty in

making nine-tenths of the boys in a school continue to

take an interest in the philology, grammar and history
of the language, after they once know how to use it, will

be, I think, much greater than the difficulty of making
them take an interest in the " dead languages."
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Having already stated at considerable length my
views as to the special suitability of Greek for the pur-

poses of mental gymnastics, which I hold to be the main

purpose of education, I need not give in detail the

reasons why I think that the accurate and careful study
of German and French, or indeed of English, would be a

less effective instrument for that purpose. I have never

seen, and do not expect to see any statement of the

special merits of the study of modern languages as an

educational instrument which approaches in extent the

list of the merits of Greek. There are only two arguments
in its favour : first that there are many boys for whom
Greek is too difficult and for whom an easier, if less

intrinsically excellent, educational system is required ;

secondly, that it is easier to get boys to work when they
are learning something which is practically useful. My
answer to both arguments has been repeatedly stated in

this essay. I deny that Greek is so difficult as to be
useless to any but a very few boys, since the study of it

is useful to many who make no progress worth men-

tioning ;
and with regard to these very few, I say that, if

they go in for the highest education the country can

afford, and claim to receive from Universities degrees for

which they do not possess a single qualification, they
cannot complain if their interests are sacrificed to those

of the majority. As to a boy's desire to learn something
practically useful serving as a spur to his industry, most

boys in the lower forms have sense enough to realise,

though in a dim half-conscious way, that the main object
of their education is to make them as competent, versa-

tile and quick as the sixth form boys whose powers they
admire, and then to turn to the rapid acquisition of
"
useful knowledge

"
the same powers which win scholar-

ships and exhibitions. A boy who only learns with a

view to getting useful knowledge will stop when he has

got it : will deserve the name of " smatterer :

" and will

die uneducated.
The same course of argument will supply an answer

to those who claim that a purely mathematical education,
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or a purely scientific education, or any mixture of these

two with each other or with the study of modern lan-

guages, affords a better system than that which is partly,
and indeed mainly, based on Latin and Greek. I ask to

have it proved to me that the7 advantages which can be
claimed for these systems, apart for that of "

practical

usefulness," and the prevention of ignorance, can com-

pare for a moment with the advantages of the study of

Greek which I have enumerated in detail : and I main-

tain, for reasons which I hope I have made clear, that

"practical usefulness," whether in itself or as a bait to

the sluggish student, is irrelevant to the issue
;
and that

ignorance is pardonable in the well educated, and know-

ledge almost valueless to the ill-educated.

I add a word with regard to science. If it is intended

to use the whole range of physical science still more
the elements of moral sciences such as logic and

political economy as the basis of the higher educa-

tion, the subject matter is so extensive that it will

be deficient in the primary qualities of an educational

system. Boys will learn a little of everything ;
but will

not make in any subject progress at all comparable to

that which many of the leading boys in a public school

now make in scholarship, and a few of them in mathe-
matics. The present system gives us a number of boys
thoroughly well trained in one subject, and not wholly
ignorant of half a dozen others : such a substitute as I

now contemplate would give us boys wholly ignorant
of hardly anything, but well trained in absolutely nothing.
If however some special branch of science is to be
chosen as the real substitute for Latin and Greek, and
the true backbone of an educational system, to play for

fenerations
to come, that part in the formation of the

rst flight of English citizens, which the " dead lan-

guages" have played for generations gone by: then, I

ask, in all candour, which of the sciences is it to be ?

and what are its special aptitudes for the purpose ? I

content myself with asking the question : for I do not

expect an answer. Most educational reformers deny
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the truth of the central theory of education on which
the support of compulsory Greek depends ;

and advocate

not a clear and intelligible system of mental gymnastics,
but an educational hotchpotch where everything is

practically useful, and everything is tempting and
seductive to somebody ;

or an intellectual bran-tub with

no blanks, where the clever boy picks up a dozen

good things, and even the dullard does not go empty
away. They advocate, to drop metaphor, a system
whereby every lad who comes to Cambridge will know
where Chicago is, how the tides are arranged, and what a

megalosaurus is like, facts which might all be learned

in the course of an afternoon's talk, and some boys
know facts of a great many other sorts as well; but
which gives no guarantee that any single boy is well-edu-

cated, in the sense of knowing how to learn, and prac-
tical certainty that a great many are not educated at all.

Before quitting that class of objectors to compulsory
Greek who are educational reformers with brand new

systems ready to let loose upon an expectant world, it

will be desirable to make, in the same connection, a

remark which has hitherto been incidentally suggested.
In defending the retention of compulsory Greek in the

Previous Examination I confine myself absolutely to the

best system of education for those boys who go to the

great public schools, and grammar schools, or who,

starting at smaller and less-known schools work their

way up, perhaps even from the National school, by a
series of steps as creditable as any which a citizen can
make at any period of his career, towards admission into

the Universities. I have not one word to say either for

or against any reforms which may be contemplated, or

may be in course of development at the primary schools,
or at intermediate institutions whose main object is not
to prepare boys for the University but to send them
straight into the trades and occupations of their lives.

The enormously interesting questions which concern

primary education are not, at present, under con-
sideration. I am considering candidates for the Previous
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Examination. These candidates are boys on the verge
of manhood, who are able, owing to the wealth of their

parents, or to charitable funds rendered available by
their own talents and industry, to devote three years or

more, to the completion of J&eir education, and to the

attainment of a higher and more elaborate preparation
for life than the circumstances of the nation allow to

any but a very small proportion of her members. The
fact that this state of things exists, and that those who
continue their education for several years after their

eighteenth year are a very small proportion of our fellow

countrymen may be regretted, but cannot be denied. I

do not applaud the arrangement, I merely state that it

exists. And while it exists it is perfectly obvious that

the considerations applying to education at those schools

whose pupils are likely to go on to a University, are wholly
different from the considerations applying to the schools

at which the great numerical majority of our fellow-

countrymen are educated. The two sorts of schools are

not separated from one another by a sharp line. Many
schools are hard to place : and some combine the

characteristics of both sorts. But, for the present, how-
ever unwelcome the fact may be, we are dealing with an
intellectual aristocracy. Either as a reward for the

industry, rapacity or good luck of an ancestor, immediate
or remote, or, by no means infrequently, as a reward for

their own sterling and unaided qualities, the young men
who present themselves at Cambridge to take the first

step towards a degree, have obtained entrance into a
favoured class : their degree will be a certificate that

they have availed themselves of admission to that class :

the leading professions of the country have so constituted

themselves as to postpone the commencement of a pro-
fessional career until a time of life consistent with having
obtained a degree : and it is for those on whom these
benefits have been conferred to show in after life that

they are, what they ought to be, the intellectual flower
of the nation. If they are not, it is their own fault.

Far be it from me to deny that this fault is constantly
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committed. Hundreds of Cambridge men waste their

splendid opportunities and are worth no more when

they at last get a degree than they were when they first

failed in the Previous Examination. Thousands of men
take a leading place in all walks of life despite the fact

that they never enjoyed the privilege of admission to

the advantages of the "
highest education." But the fact

is indisputable that the educational organisation of the

country at present necessitates the existence of a small

and highly favoured intellectual aristocracy. Unless

and until this fact is done away with, it must be frankly
taken into account when educational problems are

discussed.

The fact in question renders it unnecessary for me
to consider objections to compulsory Greek which are

based upon a desire to assimilate the educational

systems of all the schools in the country, and to make
the employment of a public schoolboy's time fit into the

same system with that of a child at a national school.

For those whose education is the work of a few years,
and whose surroundings outside the school-house are

necessarily sordid and material, it may (or may not) be
true that the best education is that which gives tit-bits

of useful knowledge not likely to be acquired in later

life. I do not answer or even ask the question. But, in

saying that the object of education at school is to train

the mind, rather than to implant knowledge, and that

the object of education at the University is to afford an

opportunity for the acquisition of further intellectual

advantages by a youth whose mind is already so trained

that he is sure to go on acquiring knowledge in what-
ever walk of life he may find himself, I speak only of
those who have inherited or won, the rare right to three

years of added leisure to be spent in self-improvement
at an age when self-support had become the duty of the

majority. Greek can be rendered necessary by a decree
of the Universities, only in such schools as prepare for

the Universities. In those schools alone do I say that
Greek ought to be taught as a matter of course : and to
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those schools alone do I apply the proposition that the

great object of education is mental gymnastics, and that

the acquisition of knowledge is comparatively unim-

portant.
The facts as to the existing^educational organization

of England are important to my position in one other

respect. I am dealing with those who form, or ought to

form the intellectual elite of the country. If any boys
much below the intellectual average scrape through our

public schools, force their way into the Universities,
and sometimes even obtain a degree, they cannot com-

plain if things are not made comfortable for them.

They are not the people for whom the Universities are

intended. They may be admirable persons, of high
moral character, shrewd, sensible and trustworthy. But

they are none the less interlopers at the Universities :

and have obtained privileges not intended for them, and
of no great value to them. It is no objection to the

study of Greek at schools designed to train the intel-

lectual flower of the country, for the privileges which

happen to belong to it. that it is a study of but little use

to persons who, though, for social reasons, they like to

go to public schools and Universities, do not approach
and do not pretend to approach to the average intellect

of a child unsuspected of idiocy. If there are many
boys of thoroughly low calibre at a first-rate public
school, it is necessary to neglect their interests for the

sake of that proportion of scholars, however small, who
are of the right type, and who will use the Universities

as they ought to be used. A great public school which
turns out in a year half a dozen boys who will make
really good scholars at Cambridge, may be forgiven for

producing within the same time a couple of hundred

boys who never ought to have come within its limits

at all, and who leave it pretty much as they entered it.

S.



CHAPTER V.

I STATED, at an early part of this essay, that there

was a proposition of which I desired temporarily to

assume the truth, and for which I should give my reason

later on. That proposition affirmed the necessarily
close connection between the study of Greek and the

study of Latin : and, as that connection really concerns

the matter of which I now briefly speak by way of con-

clusion, I return to the matter now.
It appears to me, and I know that I am not alone in

the opinion, that nearly all the motives which actuate

the opponents of compulsory Greek, would incline them,
Greek being once cleared out of the way, to attack com-

pulsory Latin. Latin is no doubt a little easier than
Greek to most boys : though I know many classical

scholars who hold, as far as concerns their personal ex-

periences, the opposite opinion. But I cannot see that

Latin is any better than Greek in the matter of "practical
usefulness." It may be urged that the connection of

Latin with the romance languages, and with a large part
of our own gives it a special value : and that the dis-

grace and absurdity of not knowing what common
words are derived from is comparable to the disgrace
and absurdity of not knowing how the tides are pro-
duced. But it is evident that Greek possesses advantages
of the same character, especially to the student of science:

and if we use more Latin words than Greek words, the
fact that Greek is the earlier dialect of the two, and to

so great an extent the foundation of Latin, may do

something to restore the balance of practical utility.
I do not think that it would be necessarily absurd to

advocate the retention of compulsory Greek even if

Latin were made voluntary. The boy who had had to
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learn Greek would take up his voluntary Latin with un-

doubted advantages : and the student of our language
who chose Greek, would read all the Greek masterpieces
without difficulty, while heivno chose Latin would not

only miss half the points in his Virgil and Horace, but

find some portions of Cicero's works and Martial's

epigrams as difficult reading as a novel of Tolstoi for

a student of Russian who knew no French.

But all I wish to point out is that Latin is open to

attack by the same persons who attack Greek : and I say
that every one of the objections to Greek with which I

have dealt applies with greater or less force to Latin. I

am not now concerned with the separate defence of

Latin : nor need I attempt, as in the case of Greek, an

enumeration of its special educational merits. All I

wish to do is to point out to the defenders of Greek that

they are really fighting the battle of Latin as well, and
that the abolition of compulsory Greek in the Previous

Examination, would probably be the first step in the

relegation of the study of both languages to a position
of obscurity and humiliation in our foremost schools.

The issue is clear. The old doctrine that Latin and
Greek are the true foundations of the best possible
education has fallen on evil days. Reformers deride it :

parents no longer believe in it : boys are taught to laugh
at it : and schoolmasters are growing slack in their alle-

giance to it. Science, aggressive and triumphant, despises
it : ingenious and brilliant scholars, content to save their

favourite study for the tranquil exploration of experts,
are content to abandon it. Will the Universities, the

traditional guardians of sound learning, the last refuge of

true opinions which it has become convenient to deny,
repudiate the doctrine by which they have stood so

long ?

I do not believe that Cambridge will be untrue to

the sound theory of education. I believe she will feel

that one of her greatest missions is to maintain, in

troubled times, the standard of her loyalty to the old

learning. Perhaps the world has come to care nothing
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for Greek and Latin. Perhaps most parents desire that

useful knowledge should be diffused in countless primers,
and that personified formulas should be posted at every
corner of the field of knowledge to tell boys what ele-

mentary questions they are likely to be asked, and what

superficial answers they will be expected to give. Per-

haps scholarship is to become as rare as proficiency in

metaphysics or fluency in Icelandic. But if Englishmen
are really bent on undergoing this calamitous transfor-

mation, let Cambridge at all events be true to herself

and to her old traditions. Let her not tamper with the

system by which she defines the basis of a good educa-

tion. Greek and Latin have long maintained their

position, and a special lustre has rightly shone on
those who have become leaders and teachers in the

studies which form the basis of so much sound learn-

ing, and sound conduct. To keep, for its intrinsic ex-

cellence, the splendid inheritance of scholarship which
has been built up for us, is a more obvious and important
duty for an old University than to pull down what
exists in the vague hope that something better may
possibly be erected on the ground which it occupies.
The indifference of some, and the hostility of others,

have not availed, thanks principally to our Universities,

to extirpate the study of the "dead languages." Why
should they avail now ? Let Cambridge remember that

in educational matters her duty is to lead and not to

follow : and that the object of securing popularity and
numbers is far less important than that of protecting the

cause of learning, research, and education. We need not

despair of weathering whatever storm may be in pre-

paration for those who are supposed to be behind the

age : and Greek and Latin may be left by the present

generation, not the "dead languages" which their op-
ponents would make them, but, as they have so long
been, "living languages," efficient educational instru-

ments, and the subject-matter of the most honourable
and fruitful studies of the English intellect.
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